
KILU Newsletter, week 51, 2015-12-17 
KILU Newsletter is the Department of Chemistry's internal newsletter.  

Talking heads 

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all of you! 
Almost a full year has passed since the two of us were given the privilege to prefekt this department. It has 
passed quickly.  
 
Yesterday at the board meeting, Karolina, our chief economist, presented the budget for 2016 and it is gratifying 
that the trend to higher deficit has been curbed. We thank You all for the hard work you put into this. Still, the 
budget for 2016 is under-balanced and there is a lot of work left to do to get the figures back to black. That is a 
challenge for 2016. 
 
PhD students at the Faculty of Sciences should now all have migrated to the new system for Individual Study 
Plans. The new ISP will also be implemented for all PhD students at the Faculty of Engineering with a deadline 
February last next year. This is an important step in our preparations for the review of PhD education that will be 
held by the Higher Education Authority beginning in the fall of 2016.  

Another important point that was raised was the need for long-term planning of staffing of KILU. The department 
will initiate a plan for in what subject areas we are most in need for new personnel. This, together with long term 
economic planning, should make us better prepared for the future.   

Our congratulations to Sara Snogerup Linse who received the VR professorship grant, the most prestigious (and 
lucrative) grant given out by the VR. Since VR grants come with full coverage of costs, there is also a sizable 
chunk for the department, so congratulations to all of us….    

Again, Merry Christmas and see you during the Happy New Year!  

/Sven and Viveka 

News 

Sara Snogerup Linse has been awarded funding from the Swedish Research Council 
Decisions on applications within Grants for Distinguished Professors has been taken by the Swedish Research 
Council. Sara Snogerup Linse from CMPS will receive close to SEK 47 million for the period 2016–2025.  

A total of 126 applications were received, out of these 10 have been approved. Read more (in Swedish). 

Researchers in media 
In the latest issue of LTH Nytt Sara Snogerup Linse was interviewed about her work as chair of the Nobel 
Committee for Chemistry. Read the article (in Swedish). 

In the latest issue of LTH Nytt Reine Wallenberg was interviewed about the new super microscope that will be 
used within nano research. Read the article (p.14-15, in Swedish). 

The article ‘Mechanism of Charge Transfer and Recombination Dynamics in Organo Metal Halide Perovskites 
and Organic Electrodes, PCBM and Spiro-OMeTAD: Role of Dark Carriers’ written by Carlito S. Ponseca, Villy 
Sundström et al has been accepted for publication in Journal of the American Chemical Society. Read the 
article.  

http://www.kilu.lu.se/nyheter-kilu/visa/article/sara-snogerup-linse-faar-47-miljoner-i-forskningss/
http://www.lth.se/lthnytt/2015-1/article/de-utser-aarets-nobelpristagare/
http://issuu.com/lundstekniskahogskola/docs/lthnytt_nr2_2015_issuu/1?e=1215939/31885279
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b08770
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.5b08770


In the latest issue of Kemivärlden Biotech the book ‘Den svåra konsten att leva’ written by Ulf Ellervik was 
reviewed. Read the review (in Swedish).  

In the latest issue of LUM Henrik Stålbrand was interviewed about research on biological production systems. 
Rajni Hatti-Kaul was interviewed about the huge potential of bioplastics.  

Read the article with Rajni Hatti-Kaul  
Read the article with Henrik Stålbrand (in Swedish) 

Don't miss.. 

Chemist gives talk on the occasion of receiving a Research Council grant, 11January 
Professor Sara Snogerup Linse at the Department of Chemistry will give a talk about her research on the 
occasion of her receiving a grant of almost SEK 47 million from the Swedish Research Council. The talk will be 
held in English, followed by complementary sandwiches and the opportunity to mingle. More information (in 
Swedish).  
 
Time: 11 January at 12.15-12.45 
Place: Lundmarksalen, Astronomihuset, Sölvegatan 27 

Financial information 

Financial report- Budget 2016 
The budget for 2016 for the Department of Chemistry is now submitted to the Faculty of Science and the Faculty 
of Engineering. The budgeted  financial result for the Department of Chemistry as a whole, including the board of 
joint services at Kemicentrum (husstyrelsen), is -17 MSEK, which is 2,1 MSEK lower than the result forecasted for 
the year 2015. Education is budgeted at a result of -0,5 MSEK and the level of income has increased, whereas 
the level of costs have decreased slightly. Research is budgeted at a deficit of -16,5 MSEK due to that the income 
has decreased more (-19,2 MSEK)  than the costs (16,3 MSEK). For Research the government grants are 10,8 
MSEK lower compared to the latest forecast for 2015, whereas the external grants are 5,9 MSEK lower, when 
accruals for grants paid retroactively and in advance are considered. The remaining decrease in income is a 
result of lower income from external research assignments as well as university internal income. It should be 
noted that the budget 2016 only includes external financing that has already been approved, whereas historically 
researchers also get new grant approvals during the year, as they submit their applications continuously. This 
means that there is potential for the Department of Chemistry to deliver results that are not fully as negative as 
the budget for the coming year. As the budget is based on known and approved income, there is also a 
correlation with costs, meaning that additional resources are included in the budget for 2016 in the cases where 
financing exists. This results in a reduction of costs with 16,3 MSEK for Research, which is mainly caused by 
lower costs for personnel as well as lower costs for consumables. 
 
Due to the negative financial results as per latest forecast, i.e. P3 2015, and as per budget 2016, the equity 
(myndighetskapital) of the Department of Chemistry as a whole, including the board of joint services at 
Kemicentrum (husstyrelsen), is expected to decrease from 86,4 MSEK at the end of 2014 to 54,5 MSEK at the 
end of 2016. 
 
If you have any questions contact Karolina Isaksson, Head of Finance at the Department of Chemistry. 

https://web.retriever-info.com/go/?p=317860&a=33533&sa=2018797&x=7b41487721aae3254206a1874b63489d&d=05708720151214a825418b61b814f24f45840fdc517663&s=57087
http://www.lum.lu.se/english/the-huge-potential-of-bioplastics/
http://www.lum.lu.se/naturen-inspirerar-forskarna-till-grona-processer-och-produkter/
http://www.naturvetenskap.lu.se/event/kemist-berattar-om-sin-forskning-och-miljonanslaget-fran-vr
mailto:karolina.isaksson@kilu.lu.se


 

The new finance management 2016 – this is how it will affect you 
Next year Lund University will introduce a new economic model and a new financial system. The changes will 
include new ways to assign account codes in Primula and Lupin. The last day to review invoices from 2015 is 7 
January 2016.  

Read more about the project on the Staff pages/Finance Pages (in Swedish). 

Information from the library 

Reaction Chemistry & Engineering – first articles published online 
The journal ‘Reaction Chemistry & Engineering’ is now available online. The journal showcases only the latest 
high-impact work at the interface of chemical engineering and chemistry and the first advance articles are now 
published online. All content published in 2016 and 2017 will be free to access. 
 
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/re?type=future&issueid=latest#!recentarticles&adv 

PhD Information 

PhD Course: Research Innovation and value creation in the life science area 3 hp 
Today a researcher not only needs to address the important scientific questions. A researcher should also be able 
to keep a wider perspective on the utilization of research results and their benefits for society. This course will 
help you as PhD student to put your research project into a wider context, and give you insights into the 
processes for innovation and value creation. The course focuses on innovation in the life science area, and 
includes topics like idea generation and the NABC concept which is a model for development, assessment and 
presentation of ideas, developed at Stanford Research Institute in California. The course also includes patenting 
and searching in patent databases and a section on how to pitch yourself and your research idea. Lastly, sources 
and criteria for financing of commercially oriented projects through the Swedish state, EU and private capital will 
be dealt with. In other words - this course prepares you for a successful career in academia or industry. Please 
register by filling out form.   

Credits: 3 hp 
Time: 7/3, 8/3, 14/3, 31/3 and 1/4 
Place: Palaestra, room 105 
 
Contact persons: Maria Andersson, Biotechnology, Annie George Chandy, LU Diabetes Center, Malmö, LU 
Innovation system 

http://www.ekonomiwebben.lu.se/aktuellt/ny-ekonomi-2016
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals/journalissues/re?type=future&issueid=latest%23!recentarticles&adv
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Q6x0VuMU2oGMlqsjaVMJsyDhhOpJFB-zxjSdyWcDv50/viewform?c=0&w=1
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Q6x0VuMU2oGMlqsjaVMJsyDhhOpJFB-zxjSdyWcDv50/viewform?c=0&w=1
mailto:maria.andersson@biotek.lu.se
mailto:http://annie.chandy@med.lu.se


Messages 

Opening hours at Kemicentrum during the Christmas holiday 
THE INFORMATION DESK  

Monday 21/12 - Tuesday 22/12: 10.00-12.00  

Wednesday 23/12 - Friday 25/12: CLOSED  

Monday 28/12 - Wednesday 30/12: 10.00 - 12.00  

Thursday 31/12 - Friday 1/1: CLOSED  

Monday 4/1 -Tuesday 5/1: 10.00 - 12.00  

Wednesday 6/1: CLOSED  

Regular opening hours from the 7th of January. 

THE LIBRARY  

Monday 21/12- Tuesday 22/12: 10.00-12.00  

23/12 - 3/1: CLOSED  

Monday 4/1 - Tuesday 5/1: 10.00-12.00  

Wednesday 6/1: CLOSED  

Regular opening hours from the 7th of January. 

THE ENTRANCES  

Work days between 21/12 - 3/1 the entrances are open for those with an entrance card. Weekends and holidays 
during this period only entrance A, B and E are open for those with an entrance card. The 5th of January from 
12.00 the entrances are open only for those with an entrance card. The 6th of January only entrance A, B and E 
are open for those with an entrance card. 

New visiting address and delivery address of Kemicentrum 
The City of Lund has decided to change the address of Kemicentrum. Getingevägen 60 will be replaced by 
Naturvetarvägen 12-18. New university direction signs are expected to be in place during week 2 -2016. When 
the signs are in place Getingevägen 60 will be phased out over a period of time.  

New visiting address: Naturvetarvägen 14 (former Getingevägen 60). 
New delivery address: Naturvetarvägen 16 (former Getingevägen 60).  

For questions please contact Tommy Ljungdell, Building coordinator at Kemicentrum. 

LU’s system for electronic legal deposits is ready 
Lund University’s system for making electronic legal deposits (eLD) is ready as of 1 October. ‘eLD’ is the legal 
obligation to submit library copies of electronic materials that are intended for the public, and published on the LU 
websites. The purpose of eLD is to collect and preserve the digital cultural heritage to support of future research. 
LU has been obliged to make electronic legal deposits since 1 January 2015.  

At the Department of Chemistry publications/materials that are subject to eLD should be sent to the 
communications officer who will upload the material in ‘E-plikta’ (Lund University´s system for making electronic 
legal deposits). Within three months from the time you published any material subject to eLD, it has to be 
uploaded in ‘E-plikta’.   

Read more about eLD   

http://www.staff.lu.se/support-and-tools/legal-and-records-management/electronic-legal-deposit


New faces at the Department of chemistry 

 

Enamul Mojumdar 
Postdoc at the division of Physical Chemistry. 
Research area: Stratum corneum: molecular structure in relation to the barrier function. 

 

Janne-Mieke Meijer 
Postdoc at the Division of Physical chemistry. 
Research area: Investigation of dynamics and self-assembly of anisotropic complex colloids. 

 

Martin Trulsson 
Assistant professor (BUL) at the Division of Theoretical Chemistry.  
Research area: Particle simulations of dense suspensions in equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium. This includes 
brownian dynamics, rheology as well as phase transitions of charged particles in suspensions. 

Antara Pal 
Postdoc at the division of Physical Chemistry.  
Research area: Investigating the phase behaviour and the resulting structural and dynamic properties of various 
anisotropic colloids with different interaction potential. 



 

CALENDAR 

Dissertation 
Defence of thesis in Organic Chemistry 

Tid: 2015-12-18 09:30-12:30  

Seminar 
Physical Chemistry up the street of Sölvegatan – perspectives on the step from Kemicentrum to Camurus 

Tid: 2016-01-18 14:15-15:00  

Seminar 
Physical Chemistry Seminar 

Tid: 2016-01-25 14:15-15:00  

Seminar 
Plasmon coupling in self-assembled colloidal monolayers 

Tid: 2016-02-09 14:15-15:00  

Seminar 
Scattering Studies of Lipid-Protein Systems 

Tid: 2016-02-15 14:15-15:00  

Symposium 
Theoretical Chemistry Symposium 

Tid: 2016-08-17 11:00- 2016-08-19 13:00 
  
 

http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/
http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/?event=defence-of-thesis-in-organic-chemistry-0
http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/?event=physical-chemistry-up-the-street-of-solvegatan-perspectives-on-the-step-from-kemicentrum-to-camurus
http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/?event=physical-chemistry-seminar-0
http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/?event=plasmon-coupling-in-self-assembled-colloidal-monolayers
http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/?event=scattering-studies-of-lipid-protein-systems
http://www.kilu.lu.se/kalendarium/?event=theoretical-chemistry-symposium
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